Effect of adsorbed polymers on bubble--particle attachment.
The influence of adsorbed dextrin-based polymers on the attachment of a rising air bubble to a talc surface has been investigated. Liquid film rupture and dynamic contact angle studies have highlighted the major role that adsorbed polymers can play in bubble-particle attachment. No direct link was established between the equilibrium contact angle of polymer-treated talc surfaces and talc flotation recovery. However, clear correlations were observed between the flotation recovery of polymer-treated talc and the measured wetting film rupture time and rate of dewetting for a bubble attaching to a talc basal plane surface treated with the polymers. The retardation of the three-phase contact line expansion caused by the adsorbed polymers was found to have the largest influence on the bubble-particle attachment. The effect of the morphology (coverage, distribution, and shape) of the adsorbed layer on the wetting film rupture and the motion of the receding water front is discussed.